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Abstract - In mobile adhoc networks the group oriented 

communications is very important. Multicasting is an efficient 

transmission of packets to a group of zero or more hosts. We 

propose an efficient scalable, reliable and stable multicast 

routing protocol using hybrid link prediction technique. It is 

based on Efficient Geographic Multicast protocol (EGMP).  

The main objective is to find scalable and stable routes that 

reduce the number of hosts that participates in packet 

forwarding in order to reduce bandwidth and energy. It can be 

achieved by selecting Backbone Nodes (BN). To determine the 

back bone nodes we consider low mobility nodes in a large 

group of receivers. From this approach low mobility nodes can 

be act as BN with fewer forwarders. Through stable BN a 

stable multicast route with few forwarders is selected to 

provide efficient utilization of energy in the network. EGMP 

method constructs a tree structure, multicast path is formed 

based on BN. It helps to provide stable route and update host 

movement. The shorter routes are selected for transmission in 

order to reduce the bandwidth consumption and transmission 

delay. The associability routing metrics proposed here helps to 

determine about the scalability, reliability and stability to 

provide efficient utilization of energy in the network.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

The main aim of MANET is to extend mobility in to the area 

of autonomous, mobile and wireless domains where set of 

nodes form network routing infrastructure in an adhoc fashion. 

[2].In a MANET, a group of mobile terminals work together to 

perform a particular task and hence it plays an important role 

in such networks. [3]. It consists of wireless hosts that 

communicate with each other in absence of a fixed 

infrastructure. Routes between two hosts in the network may 

consist of hops through other hosts in the network.  With the 

rapid growth of demand in group communications the 

multicast technology in MANET has attracted a lot of 

attention. [4]. Here mobile nodes are not bounded to any 

centralized control like base stations or mobile switching 

centers. Due to the limited transmission range of wireless 

network interfaces, multi hops may be needed for one node to 

exchange data with another across the network. In such a 

network, each mobile node operates not only as a host but also 

as a router, forwarding packets to other mobile nodes in the 

network that may not be within direct wireless transmission 

range of each other. Each node participates in an ad hoc 

routing function that allows it to discover multihop paths 

through network to any other node. Multicasting is proposed 

for group-oriented computing where the member of a host 

group is dynamic that means hosts may join or leave groups at 

any time. There is no restriction on the location or number of 

members in a host group. A host may be a member of more 

than one group at a time and it doesn’t have to be a member of 

group to send packets to the members in the group. [2]. 

.  

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Multicast routing protocol can be classified based on the type 

of routing structure they construct that are: First tree-based 

multicast routing protocol builds a tree-type multicast delivery 

structure for a multicast request. Second mesh based routing 

protocol builds a mesh structure for performing a multicast 

task. In general, these types of protocols are resilient to 

network dynamics with certain sacrifice in forwarding 

efficiency. [3]. It is an efficient way of delivering content to a 

large group of receivers by using a tree structure embedded in 

the network. Building a multicast tree is called multicast 

routing that is used extensively to support many multicast 

application like teleconferencing and remote diagnosis. [5]. It 

is an efficient way to transmit packets from one point or multi-

points to multi-points that utilizes wireless channel bandwidth 

reasonably and reduces consumption of power. [6]. 

 

Xia Deng et al[1] have proposed a multicast routing protocol 

called CMRP (A Combined Multicast Routing Protocol) that 

takes into consideration three factors when selecting the 

routing path, i.e., the path’s expiration time, the number of 

non-forwarding nodes, and the path’s Hops. The weight of 

each component is adjustable in order to meet users’ different 

requirement. They have showed that combination of these 

three factors achieve good performance in terms of data 

delivery ratio and energy consumption efficiency. The 

drawback of this paper is that the proposed protocol is not 

efficient to control the routing overhead and unable to handle 

traffic load. 

 

Shigang Chena et al [5] have proposed a scalable QoS 

multicast routing protocol (SoMR) that supports all three QoS 

requirement types. SoMR is scalable due to small 

communication overhead. It achieves favorable tradeoff 

between routing performance and routing overhead by 

carefully selecting the network sub-graph in which it searches 

for a path that can support the QoS requirements. The scope of 

search is automatically tuned based on the current network 

conditions. An early-warning mechanism helps detect and 

route around the long-delay paths in the network. The 

operations of SoMR are completely decentralized. They rely 

only on the local state stored at each router. The drawback of 

this paper is that they have not considered the throughput 

metrics and energy efficiency. 
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Neng-Chung Wang et al in paper [10] have proposed a power-

aware dual-tree-based multicast routing protocol (PDTMRP) 

for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In the proposed 

scheme, all nodes are randomly classified into two types, 

group-0 and group-1. To achieve the load balance, two 

multicast trees (tree- 0 for group-0 and tree-1 for group-1) were 

constructed. In this scheme, load balance is used to improve 

the lifetime of a network. In the route discovery, this scheme 

not only solves the stability routing problem, but also achieves 

the load balance of data transmission. Therefore, the control 

overhead for route construction and the number of route 

reconstructions can be decreased. The packet delivery ratio and 

the control overhead of the proposed scheme outperform that 

of MAODV and RMAODV. Moreover, the traffic load can be 

balanced and the network lifetime can be prolonged. The 

drawback of the proposed protocol is that they have not 

considered about the delay metrics in their proposed protocol. 

 

Chia-Cheng Hu et al  [13] have proposed distinct strategy to 

select stable Backbone Hosts (BH). The Global Positioning 

System (GPS) is used to estimate the amount of remaining 

connection time for two neighboring hosts, and with its aid, 

stable BHs with longer remaining connection time to the other 

hosts are selected. In addition, a new multicast protocol is 

proposed based on the selected stable BHs to select stable 

multicast routes. A stable route is a route that is available for a 

longer time.  Simulation results show that the proposed 

protocol has shorter  transmission latency, shorter more stable 

multicast routes, lower  overhead, more stable attachment of 

multicast members to BHs,  and higher receiving data packet 

ratios than other existing two-tier  multicast protocols. The 

future work includes study of the link quality for different 

application of ad hoc networks. X. Xiang et al  [14] have 

proposed a novel Efficient Geographic Multicast Protocol 

(EGMP). EGMP uses a virtual-zone-based structure to 

implement scalable and efficient group membership 

management. A network wide zone-based bidirectional tree is 

constructed to achieve more efficient membership management 

and multicast delivery. The position information is used to 

guide the zone structure building, multicast tree construction, 

and multicast packet forwarding, which efficiently reduces the 

overhead for route searching and tree structure maintenance. 

Several strategies have been proposed to further improve the 

efficiency of the protocol, for example, introducing the concept 

of zone depth for building an optimal tree structure and 

integrating the location search of group members with the 

hierarchical group membership management. Finally, they 

have designed a scheme to handle empty zone problem faced 

by most routing protocols using a zone structure. The 

scalability and the efficiency of EGMP are evaluated through 

simulations and quantitative analysis. The results demonstrate 

that EGMP has high packet delivery ratio, and low control 

overhead and multicast group joining delay under all test 

scenarios, and is scalable to both group size and network size. 

The drawback of the proposed protocol is that they have not 

considered about efficient utilization of bandwidth to improve 

QoS in the multicast routing. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN METHODOLOGY  

 

The following figure depicts the overall system architecture. It 

contains 8 nodes among that one source and destination 

indicated by labeling S and D respectively. Other nodes are 

considered as forwarders (F1 to F6). Here we implement a 

stable Backbone Node (BN) to EGMP that provides stable 

two-tier infrastructure along with the stable forwarder that 

consist of stable multicast route. After the tree is constructed 

using EGMP method, multicast path is formed based on BN 

that helps to provide a stable multicast route, handles dynamic 

group membership, and updates multicast routes according to 

host movements.  

 
Fig.1 Overview of the system architecture 

 

A. Identification of backbone nodes: 

 

The Proposed EGMP architecture is scalable and reliable 

multicast routing protocol using hybrid link prediction 

technique.  It is based on Efficient and scalable Geographic 

Multicast Protocol (EGMP) [14]. The main objective is to find 

scalable and stable routes that reduce the number of hosts that 

participates in packet forwarding in order to reduce bandwidth 

consumption and energy. It can be achieved by selecting 

backbone nodes to determine the multicast routes with fewer 

forwarders. 

 
Fig. 2 Grouping of Nodes to Identify BN 

 

To find a stable BN, the amount of remaining connection time 

between two neighboring nodes has to be estimated.  From the 

above figure G1 and G2 are selected based on the geographic 

location of the fewer forwards. Among this grouping F3 act as 

BN. 

 

B. Hybrid Link Pridiction Technique (Hlpt) 

 

In the hybrid prediction technique, first the geographic location 

and speed of the mobile nodes are used. Second, the rate of 

received power change is used which is measured from the 

transmission power. Third, the degree of association stability 

between two neighboring nodes is used which is measured from 

the signal stability and location stability [13].   

 

Selecting backbone nodes : 

Suppose that there are n hosts, denoted by v1, v2, . . . , vn, 

within a multicast region (as explained in Section VI-A) and let 
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di,j be the number of hops from vi to vj , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and 1 

≤ j ≤ n. We use xi = 1 (xi = 0) to denote that vi is (is not) 

chosen to be a BH and yi,j = 1 (yi,j = 0) to denote that host vi is 

(is not) attached to BH vj . The hosts that are not BHs are 

called non-BHs (NBHs; i.e., ordinary hosts). Let wi = _ 1≤j≤n 

di,j (τi = 1≤j≤n ti,j) be the total number of hops (the total 

remaining connection time) from vi to the other n − 1 hosts. 

For easy reference, Table I lists all variables that were used in 

this section. 

 
Fig. 3 Hybrid Link Prediction Technique 

 

When a server (client) vi attempts to create (join) a multicast 

group, vi first tries to find a BH within a region with a radius of 

2r hops centered at vi, where r ≥ 1 is a predefined integer. If 

such a BH can be found, then vi is attached to it. Otherwise, vi 

broadcasts a message in a larger region, called a multicast 

region, with a radius of γ hops centered at vi for collecting 

architecture information, where γ ≥ 2r is a predefined integer. 

Then, it executes the LP and the rounding algorithm in Section 

V to select as BHs those hosts with fewer hops and longer 

remaining connection time than the other hosts. In addition, vi 

sends the list of all BHs and the architecture information to 

each BH. A distributed algorithm for selecting BHs in a 

multicast region. 

 

IV. EXPERMENTAL SETUP 

 

Simulation for evaluating the performance of  HLPT and two 

representative two-tier multicast protocols  is Implemented 

using the Network Simulator 2.  The simulation environment 

models alarge-scale MANET of  100 hosts that were randomly 

distributed over a 500 m × 500 m area. Each host is equipped 

with a GPS receiver and a radio transceiver that can transmit 

up to approximately 50 m over a wireless channel. IEEE 

802.11MAC is used as the medium access control (MAC)-

layer protocol. The transmission capability of each network 

interface is 4 Mb/s, and the size of data payload is 512 B. Ten 

runs with different seed numbers are conducted for each 

scenario, and collected data are averaged over those runs. The 

performance  HLPT is studied by extensive simulations in 

three aspects. First, comparisons are made between  our 

strategy and the methods that were adopted in other two tier 

protocols [8]–[10] for selecting BHs. Second, performance 

comparisons are made among  HLPT, MCEDAR, and ADB. 

Third, the performance of MAAM is investigated by assigning 

different values of group size, group number, and r. 

 

For the convenience of presentation, we first introduce the 

terminologies used in the paper. In EGMP, we assume every 

node is aware of its own position through some positioning 

system (e.g., GPS [10]) or other localization schemes. The 

forwarding of data packets and most control messages is based 

on the geographic unicast routing protocol GPSR [13] 

described in Section 1.  EGMP, however, does not depend on a 

specific geographic unicast protocol.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Experimental Results 

 

Some of the notations to be used are: 

 Zone: The network terrain is divided into square. 

  Zone size, the length of a side of the zone square 

transmission range of the mobile nodes.  

 To reduce intra zone management overhead, the intra zone 

nodes can communicate directly with each other without 

the need of any intermediate relays. 

 Zone ID: The identification of a zone. A node can 

calculate its zone ID (a, b) from its position 

  Zone Forwarder. A zone forwarder  is elected in each 

zone for managing the local zone group membership and 

taking part in the upper tier multicast routing. 

 

The tree zones are responsible for the multicast packet 

forwarding. A tree zone may have group members or just help 

forward the multicast packets for zones with members. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

EGMP with the variation of moving speed and node density, 

we then study the scalability of the three protocols with the 

change of group size and network size. The Following graph 

shows that the Data Transfer speed, transmission delay and  the 

ratio of HLPT of the Node Stability. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Comparision Analysis 

 

A. Data Transfer Speed 

It is critical and challenging for a multicast routing protocol to 

maintain a good performance in the presence of node mobility 

in an ad hoc network. We evaluate the protocol performance 

by varying maximum moving speed from 5 to 40 m/s. the 

delivery ratios of all the protocols reduce as mobility increases, 
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while the delivery ratio of ODMRP drops much faster. At 

higher moving speed, as it is more difficult to track the group 

membership and maintain the routing path, more packets are 

loss. EGMP has the minimum control overhead and group 

joining delay under all the mobility. 

 

B. Group Size  

When the group size increases, the delivery ratios of ODMRP 

and HLPT rise. When more nodes join the multicast group, the 

higher redundancy in the mesh structure of ODMRP will 

provide more robust delivery paths, while the membership of 

the squares in SPBM becomes more stable. In EGMP, when 

having a larger group size, a temporary disconnection of the 

tree structure may affect a larger number of members with 

more packet losses, resulting in a slight reduction in the 

delivery ratio. Overall, EGMP shows a more stable 

performance with different group sizes, while ODMRP and 

SPBM rely on a higher number of group members to maintain 

more stable multicast infrastructure and can perform poorly at 

a small group size. 

 

C. Node Stability 

The node stability is the amount of remaining connection time 

between two neighboring nodes has to be estimated. In the 

hybrid prediction technique, first the geographic location and 

speed of the mobile nodes are used. Second, the rate of received 

power change is used which is measured from the transmission 

power. Third, the degree of association stability between two 

neighboring nodes is used which is measured from the signal 

stability and location stability. 

 

VI. CONCULSION 

 

The proposed method provides stable multicast route path for 

data transfer based on location information through BN. In this 

method shorter routes are selected for transmission in order to 

reduce the bandwidth consumption and transmission delay. 

The associability routing metrics proposed here helps to 

determine about the reliability in the network. Through stable 

BN a stable multicast route with few forwarders is selected to 

provide efficient utilization of energy in the network. 
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